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This is for you if…
• If you host a live or prerecorded webinar.
• If you host a live zoom training class designed to 

enroll students or give them a “free taste”.
• If you use video and content to prime them before 

having a one-on-one sales conversation with them.
• You have a high-ticket program or service that 

requires a on—on-one conversation to close them.

"How to Use Psychology to Engage 
Audiences, Block Objections, and 

Increase Conversions"





Forensic Handwriting Expert, Speaker, Trainer.
Author of 10 books and the International Handwriting Analysis  
Expert.  30 years experience analyzing handwriting.  Court 
qualified. Over 1600 radio and TV appearances.  He have sold 
information products since 1992 through radio, TV, direct mail, 
email, websites, the Howard Stern Show, HSN, morning radio, 
Facebook, Instagram and is responsible for over $20 million 
dollars in revenue through online marketing alone. 



#1

The pre-roll video testimonial 
countdown video



Countdown Timer is Key



#1

The pre-roll video testimonial 
countdown video

15-20 minutes before class begins
Creates social proof
Increases your status
Increases a sense of community in the real world. 



#2

The Authority and Credibility Slides



Visual Sample



#2

The Authority and Credibility Slides

Instant Status Booster.
Establish Who is Leading the Conversation.
Pull status from your team and your associates. 



#3

Your Origin Story



See August Replays for Deep Dive



#3

Your Origin Story

Connect on a personal level
Seem Human and Intimate
Share a secret or embarrassing moment. 
Tie your “product or service” into the story as the reason that you 
climbed out of that hole and you are successful now.  
That is the journey you want them to join you on.
You are not the “guide” and they are the “hero” in the next story.



#4

Seeding the Program and 
Investment



Visual Sample



#4

Seeding the Program and 
Investment

“Contrast Frame”
Making a large money statement to seed the big investment.
You have already made such an investment
Create tension about the big “ask”, which is relieved.
The client feels grateful the are “off the hook” and can get started 
from much cheaper.



#5

Risk Reversal



Visual Sample



#5

Risk Reversal

Remove the Risk
Money Back 100% Satisfaction Guarantee. 
Small Print increases compliant. 



#6

Take Away Selling



Sample



#6

Take Away Selling

Exclusivity
Psychologically Triggers the FOMO
Their status is immediately LOWERED and they want to increase it. 
Provides them an emotional reason to enroll in addition to the logical 
reason. 



#7

Reframe the Problem



Show them see the entire Journey, 
not just the first step.



#7

Reframe the Problem

It’s NOT YOUR FAULT.
Remove the blame and assign it to a part of their unconscious mind 
that you can help fix. 
Blame the system or society programming and you have the solution.
Make the solution much bigger than what could be covered in 
today’s class and the outcome much much bigger than they 
imagined when they signed up.



#8

The Final Close. 



This slide will kill sales.  Why? 



This video will Increase Sales. Why?



#8

The Final Close

Real Urgency
Social Proof 
Clock reminds them of the deadline
Increases a sense of community in the real world.
Confirms that this is not about just you, the teacher on zoom.  This is 
about a real community in the real world.
Keep them focused on the offer.
Once they leave the room life and distractions take over.  


